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Abstract

Rapid, sensitive, and direct label-free capture and characterization of nanoparticles from complex 

media such as blood or serum will broadly impact medicine and the life sciences. We demonstrate 

identification of virus particles in complex samples for replication-competent wild-type vesicular 

stomatitis virus (VSV), defective VSV, and Ebola- and Marburg-pseudotyped VSV with high 

sensitivity and specificity. Size discrimination of the imaged nanoparticles (virions) allows 

differentiation between modified viruses having different genome lengths and facilitates a 

reduction in the counting of non-specifically bound particles to achieve a limit-of-detection (LOD) 

of 5×103 pfu/mL for the Ebola and Marburg VSV pseudotypes. We demonstrate the simultaneous 

detection of multiple viruses in a single sample (composed of serum or whole blood) for screening 

applications and uncompromised detection capabilities in samples contaminated with high levels 

of bacteria. By employing affinity-based capture, size discrimination, and a “digital” detection 

scheme to count single virus particles, we show that a robust and sensitive virus/nanoparticle 

sensing assay can been established for targets in complex samples. The nanoparticle microscopy 

system is termed the Single Particle Interferometric Reflectance Imaging Sensor (SP-IRIS) and is 

capable of high-throughput and rapid sizing of large numbers of biological nanoparticles on an 

antibody microarray for research and diagnostic applications.
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Within the last decade, events involving influenza pandemics, development and intentional 

dissemination of highly virulent biowarfare agents, and deadly global outbreaks of viral 

hemorrhagic fevers (VHFs) contributed to concerns of potential bioterrorism and outbreak 

episodes and have driven the demand for rapid and simple virus sensing technologies as a 

way to provide effective diagnosis of infection.1-45, 6 To successfully detect and contain the 

spread of a pathogen at the point-of-need, such technologies must be fast, sensitive, and field 

deployable. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is the current gold standard technique for the 

sensitive identification of many pathogens, however significant sample preparation is 

required before a nucleic acid target can be amplified, and detection involves the use of 

fluorescent reporters. Both of these steps pose a barrier to field utility. Often, initial 

diagnosis of infection with Ebola and Marburg done not at the point of care, but outside of 

the country.7, 8 The sensing of single virus particles from whole blood and serum, without 

the need for sample preparation, would provide a simpler and more direct approach to virus 

detection and could allow earlier on-site detection of these viruses.

The rapid detection of natural biological nanoparticles like single virions has applications 

beyond point-of-need diagnostics. The sensing and characterization of specific, low 

abundance virus populations in complex mixtures can be applied to nanomedicine, virology, 

and vaccine development. For example, many different types of viruses are now being 

investigated as vehicles for targeted cancer therapies.9-13 In the fields of virology and 

vaccine development, genetically modified viruses are being studied to understand 

pathogenesis and to create vaccines and treatments for diseases with high mortality and 

morbidity rates, but no available prophylactic measures.14-17 Synthetic nanoparticles are 

also playing an increasingly important role in medicine and the life sciences; many types of 

synthetic particles are being developed to improve both drug delivery and medical imaging 

for cancer treatment and diagnostics.18, 19 The characterization of individual nanoparticles 

based on their size and surface properties would help to elucidate the efficacy of their 

intended function in many of these applications.

Technologies that interrogate nanoparticles based on morphological and functional 

characteristics generally utilize optical, electrical, or mechanical transduction methods.20 

Optical or mechanical techniques that rely on resonant structures have limited throughput 

and cannot quantify large populations of heterogeneous mixtures.2122, 23 Electrical 

impedance measurements across a porous membrane can characterize a large population of 

nanoparticles but do not allow users to probe the expression or function of membrane-bound 

proteins on the particle.24 Wide-field on-chip microscopy of single nanoparticle is an 

emerging approach that allows detection of nanoparticles over a large field-of-view.25, 26 

However, these new technologies have not yet shown specific capture of viral pathogens. A 

technique combining affinity-based particle capture with high-throughput measurements 

could effectively evaluate population homo- and heterogeneity and the presence of 

functional surface ligands.
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To address the need for a simple method of capturing and analyzing single nanoparticles 

from complex solutions, we have developed an interferometric measurement technique that 

utilizes antibody microarrays for high affinity target capture, isolation, and screening. In 

recent publications we have shown that SP-IRIS can individually count and size virus 

particles captured specifically on the surface from serum.27 In this article we extend the 

study to demonstrate direct detection from whole blood with contaminants like bacterial 

agents for three virus types with high sensitivity and specificity. Additionally, we show that 

SP-IRIS can not only discriminate between virions and non-specific or background 

nanoparticles, but also discrimination between similar viruses that differ by as little as 20 nm 

in size.

Results

Sensing platform for the capture, sizing, and identification of intact virions from complex 
media

The Single Particle Interferometric Reflectance Imaging Sensor (SP-IRIS) is a wide-field 

imaging technique that allows detection of individual nanoparticles bound to the Si/SiO2 

sensor surface. The imaging system consist of a simple, low-cost custom microscope which 

utilizes LEDs for illumination, 50× 0.8 NA objective, and a CCD camera shown in 

supporting information FigS1. For digital virus detection the microarray architecture shown 

in Figure 1a was designed to capture whole virus particles on the sensor surface from 

solution by utilizing monoclonal antibodies tethered to a non-fouling copolymer coated onto 

the oxide surface of a SiO2/Si substrate. The sensor substrate is optimized for 

interferometric reflectance imaging of viruses and nanoparticles in the range of 

60-200nm.2829 Antibodies, which specifically recognize the VSV glycoprotein, were 

deposited on the layered substrate as approximately 150 μm diameter spots. Additional 

antibodies recognizing either Ebola (EBOV) or Marburg virus (MARV) glycoproteins were 

also arrayed onto the surface to control for any non-specific binding. Figure 1b shows color-

coded pre-incubation spot images for each type of antibody.

Following sample incubation, individual particles bound to the sensor surface were 

identified and subsequently characterized through a sizing model relating measured signal 

intensity to nanoparticle size. Earlier work on this microscopy system has confirmed the 

relationship between optical signal and low-index nanoparticle size.20, 28 To identify viruses 

bound to the microarray, we compare images of the anti-VSV spots before and after 

exposure to VSV, as displayed in the representative images in Figure 1b for before (left) and 

after (right) incubation with the virus sample. After incubation with 105 pfu/mL VSV in 

100% fetal bovine serum (FBS), the captured viruses on the sensor surface appear as 

discrete, dot-like objects. Each dot-like object in the image (for each type of antibody) is 

analyzed for contrast and width and compared to the sizing curve calculated from a forward 

model (Figure 1c, left). The resulting histograms (Figure 1c, right) for pre- and post 

exposure conditions are subtracted to yield the number of virus particles bound following 

incubation with the sample of interest. Based on the known average size of vesicular 

stomatitis virions as measured by electron microscopy (an ellipsoid of approximately 70 nm 

by 180 nm)30, we estimate the response to be similar to a spherical nanoparticle with a 
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diameter of approximately 110 nm. As can be seen in the right panel of Figure 1c, the 

observed peak of the histogram of captured VSV is close to 110 nm. Background reduction 

is possible, through elimination of non-specifically bound particles of a different size than 

the target virus. The filter window is established by running an experiment with a relatively 

high concentration of the target virus to establish the expected size distribution histogram. 

The dashed green rectangle in figure 1c shows the filter window for VSV, the width of the 

window is selected to encompass the VSV distribution. Particles that are outside the filter 

window are eliminated to reduce assay noise. In this way, we can improve sensitivity and 

specificity of affinity-based capture through particle size discrimination.

Virus population characterization through SP-IRIS capture and sizing capabilities

The ability to capture nanoparticles using affinity-based methods combined with size 

determination provides a unique method to characterize particle size distributions in a virus 

population. Previously, the ability to determine virus particle size was largely restricted to 

electron microscopy that required significant purification and technique expertise. Here we 

tested the efficacy and ability of our platform to both capture and size select targets using a 

set of virions of varying sizes and glycoprotein expression profiles.

We investigated whether the SP-IRIS platform was sensitive enough to identify viruses that 

contain additional genetic material. Recombinant viruses that contained genetic material 

from viral hemorrhagic fever viruses (Ebola or Marburg virus glycoproteins) were inserted 

with genes for glycoproteins that extended the length of the VSV genome by about 500 bp. 

Cryo-EM study of VSV structure shows that the viral RNA forms the backbone for the 

ribbon like structure of the nucleoprotein which wraps in a helical structure to form the 

bullet shaped nucleocapsid. 31, 32 Therefore, as genetic material is removed or added to the 

VSV genome the length of the virus is predicted to scale linearly. Figure 2a is a plot of the 

calculated SP-IRIS response for cylindrical particles with a fixed diameter of 75nm and 

varying length. The SP-IRIS response for cylindrical particles was generated using the same 

model used for spherical particles by changing the expression defining the polarizability of 

the particle to an ellipsoid as explained by Daaboul et al.28 Genetically modified VSV of 

varying genome length were captured on the SP-IRIS sensor using antibodies directed 

against glycoproteins expressed on the virus surface. Figure 2b shows the measured median 

length of defective interfering particles of VSV (DIP), VSV, Marburg pseudotyped VSV 

(MARV), Ebola Zaire pseudotyped VSV (EBOV), and Ebola Zaire/Sudan pseudotyped 

VSV (EBOV-ZS). The results from SP-IRIS measurements for the different VSV-based 

virions, confirms the predicted linear length dependence on genome size. These results show 

the capability to classify virus size without prior purification. This ability can enable the 

study of particle size variation in both lab-adapted and clinical virus samples.

Figure 3 demonstrates our ability to discriminate between wild type VSV and defective 

interfering particles of VSV in a mixture. Defective interfering particles (DIPs) are a 

truncated, non-infectious particle known to have a significantly reduced genome size that is 

naturally produced by many negative strand RNA viruses, and their presence has been 

implicated in reducing the pathogenicity of many viruses.33-35 We compared a VSV DIP 

particle of approximately 6 kb to wild type VSV of 11 kb. Figure 3a-b shows the measured 
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average diameter of VSV and DIP using SP-IRIS to be 105 nm and 80 nm, respectively. To 

determine if VSV and DIP can be differentiated using SP-IRIS a mixture of 80% DIP and 

20% VSV was incubated on an SP-IRIS sensor. Figure 3c shows the histogram of the 

detected and sized nanoparticles on the anti-VSV spots following incubation with the virus 

mixture. The data are best fit by two distributions with peak diameters of 110nm and 82nm, 

demonstrating distinguishability of the two different virus particle sizes. In addition, the 

smaller DIP with the greater concentration also yielded the larger number of particles. In 

principle, we can distinguish among several distinct distributions when the width of each 

distribution is narrower than the peak size separation.

High-throughput size determination of affinity-captured targets can simultaneously provide 

valuable information not only on particle morphology, but also on ligand binding 

characteristics. Pseudotyped VSV variants with different surface glycoproteins are being 

developed as vaccines to protect against VHFs like the Ebola and Marburg 

viruses.14, 16, 36-42 Knowledge of the functionality and expression levels of the different 

glycoproteins on each of the genetically engineered viruses can help in characterizing their 

vaccine potential and efficacy.

Virus detection assay sensitivity, specificity, and repeatability for wild type and 
pseudotyped VSV

To assess the specificity and performance of SP-IRIS for rapid virus diagnostics we 

determined the assay limit-of-detection (LOD) for VSV spiked in FBS, human whole blood, 

and serum containing E.coli K12. Individual spotted chips (using the microarray architecture 

in Figure 1a) were incubated with decreasing concentrations of virus diluted in FBS. Figure 

4a shows the results for detection in serum samples containing the wild-type virus with 

concentrations from 107 down to zero pfu/mL. The inset of Figure 4a shows the linear 

detection range for SP-IRIS for the concentration range of 104 to 107 pfu/mL. The threshold 

count of ~30 particles per spot for detection of VSV (represented by the horizontal dashed 

line in the inset) was determined from the mean plus three standard deviations of particle 

counts across all anti-VSV spots for the blank sample (serum without virus). The limit-of-

detection established for virus counts at this threshold was determined to be 8×104 pfu/mL, 

a sensitivity similar to or better than what has been reported for other antibody-based 

diagnostic approaches.43, 44

To test the specificity of virus detection in a contaminated sample, we repeated the 

experiment with high levels of bacteria present. A second set of virus dilutions were 

prepared identically to the one shown in Figure 4a, however, 106 colony-forming units/mL 

(cfu/mL) of E. coli K12 was present in each of the dilutions. The results shown in Figure 4b 

present the responses for anti-VSV spots in serum versus in serum with bacteria as the 

detection media at each virus concentration. A nearly identical correlation was observed 

between the two samples (a linear fit to the data produced a line with a slope of 1.05) 

indicating that at each virus concentration, similar counts were observed between normal 

serum and serum with bacteria. The particle counts determined on control spots were also 

observed to be the same between normal FBS and serum with bacteria samples indicating 
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that an increase in background noise is not observed when high levels of bacteria are present 

in the sample.

We extended the potential interference with contaminated samples by exploring the efficacy 

of the SP-IRIS assay to detect virions present in human whole blood. The use of blood can 

pose problems for molecular assays because the presence of a large and diverse set of 

macromolecules and biological nanoparticles can contribute significantly to assay noise.45-47 

Figure 4c shows the results for VSV detection in whole blood samples. For incubation in 

blood, a concentration-dependent response for the anti-VSV spots was observed as seen in 

samples incubated with serum. Additionally, the number of detected virus particles at each 

concentration was similar to those obtained for serum dilutions. The LOD determined from 

the mean plus three standard deviations of the control (blank) sample was found to be 

identical to serum samples (8×104 pfu/mL) indicating that the current assay can maintain 

equal detection sensitivity between serum and whole blood.

Duplexed screening of model viral hemorrhagic fever viruses

Detection platforms that leverage multiplexed assays are valuable in screening applications. 

To investigate the multiplexing capacity of SP-IRIS we tested the simultaneous detection of 

multiple model hemorrhagic fever viruses in a mixed sample. The responses for samples 

containing a single form of pseudotyped virus (EBOV or MARV) were compared with 

samples that contained a mixture of both EBOV and MARV. To further increase the 

complexity of the samples, single and dual virus solutions were prepared in serum 

containing 106 cfu/mL of E. coli K12 as before. Figure 5a shows the results for the 

simultaneous detection of EBOV and MARV. The concentration of MARV was kept 

constant at 105 pfu/mL while the EBOV pseudotype was serially diluted. In the case of 

samples that contained only EBOV, minimal counts were observed for the Marburg-specific 

antibody spots indicating negligible cross-reactivity. For the mixed virus samples, as 

expected, antibody spots that were specific for MARV produced nearly constant virus 

counts across all samples while the Ebola-specific antibodies showed a dilution dependent 

response. Supplemental figure S2 shows the results from an analogous experiment where the 

concentration of the Ebola pseudotype was kept constant, but the concentration of the 

Marburg pseudotype was changed from zero to 106 pfu/mL.

The limit-of-detection for EBOV and MARV in either mixed or single virus samples was 

5×103 pfu/ml. Figure 5b compares the responses between the anti-EBOV spots for the single 

and dual virus samples. Again, similar responses are observed for each type of solution 

across all concentrations tested. We have achieved a high level of sensitivity while 

maintaining specific detection in complex samples over 4 orders of magnitude in virus 

concentration. As with single virus wild type VSV samples (Figure 4b), Figure 5c shows the 

correlation in virus particles detected for the anti-EBOV spots between dual and single virus 

samples. A strong linear correlation with a slope 0.87 was observed for both types of 

samples indicating a negligible effect on specific (Ebola pseudotype) detection when 

Marburg-pseudotyped VSV was present at 105 pfu/mL.
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Discussion

Here we demonstrate the effective application of a simple approach to imaging nanoparticles 

that are below the resolution limits for visible light. The ability to detect particles that are 

below the diffraction limit provides SP-IRIS with single particle sensitivity and the ability to 

monitor distinct binding events. In some cases, a sensing technique is not limited by the 

number of molecular targets in a sample, but rather by signal transduction, or the ability to 

convert an ensemble of individual binding events into a measureable quantity. The detection 

and counting of individual virus particles provides a way to surpass sensitivity barriers for 

some ensemble measurements that are limited by the amount of target material present in a 

sample.

Numerous methods are available to detect viruses. These methods include molecular tests, 

such as PCR and immunoassays, to culture-based techniques like the plaque assay and 

generally require significant time, sample preparation, and laboratory resources to achieve 

high sensitivity and specificity. By combining affinity-based recognition and capture of 

targets and “digital” sensing (single particle counting and sizing) without the need for 

sample preparation, we have achieved high sensitivity virus detection in a simple and rapid 

technique. The SP-IRIS sensor platform can be applied generally to the characterization of 

biological nanoparticles using an interferometric substrate that can be arrayed with many 

capture probes for high-throughput analysis. SP-IRIS is the first system to combine direct 

label-free detection with sizing of individual biological nanoparticles (such as virions) in a 

microarray technology. The combination of multiplexed affinity capture with single particle 

counting and sizing offers a unique method for the characterization of functionalized 

synthetic or biological nanoparticles. An assay based on this technique is not affected by 

complex biological solutions allowing direct detection of nanoparticles of interest from 

native media. The simplicity of the detection scheme and ability to directly identify particles 

makes this a versatile tool that can be used in both the research and clinical diagnostics 

fields.

The sizing capabilities of SP-IRIS allowed different types of virions to be distinguished 

based on their genome lengths in a high-throughput manner. Electron microscopy (EM) is 

often used to image virus particles and determine the size distribution of a virus/nanoparticle 

population. Though EM has nanometer resolution it is laborious and low-throughput making 

it difficult to count and size individual virions to yield accurate statistics on populations. SP-

IRIS can rapidly characterize thousands of ligand-expressing nanoparticles directly from 

unprocessed media. Our results on the detection of model virions expressing hemorrhagic 

fever virus glycoproteins indicate that SP-IRIS can be effective as a point-of-need device for 

the rapid detection of viral infections under conditions where access to PCR or fluorescent 

imaging equipment may be limiting. We have demonstrated the detection of surrogate 

viruses expressing native Ebola and Marburg glycoproteins at high sensitivity (5×103 

pfu/mL) directly from serum and blood in ~2 hours in the presence of high levels of a 

bacterial contaminant. The ability to overcome microbial interference offers practical 

advantages for laboratory-based measurements, particularly in the case of live culture assays 

where sample contamination can preclude accurate determination of virus type.
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Nanoparticle-based imaging reagents and therapeutics will also benefit from high-

throughput ligand-expression and sizing characterization. A major challenge in the 

development of targeted therapeutic nanoparticles is understanding the relationship between 

efficacy and ligand-expression.48, 49 The attachment of surface moieties to target different 

cell types or tissues does not necessarily confer selective binding; often times, 

conformational disruption or interaction with host proteins can affect the intended function 

and therefore novel functionalized particles must be characterized for their binding and 

recognition properties. The results presented here can be extended to other viral or synthetic 

nanoparticle targets with diameters greater than 60 nm because the SP-IRIS platform utilizes 

a highly customizable microarray format. Assay versatility can be important when high-

throughput characterization of numerous particles types is desired. Endpoint measurements 

of particle interactions provide valuable information on ligand presence and functionality, 

however dynamic analysis of association and dissociation rates can provide a more detailed 

picture of particle binding mechanisms. Currently, we are investigating the real-time 

monitoring of nanoparticle binding to the sensor surface to better understand interactions 

with surface receptors at the level of single binding events.

Methods

SP-IRIS instrumentation

SP-IRIS imaging effectively measures the intensity signal for particles relative to the 

surrounding background. The background normalized intensity values for each particle are 

referenced to a sizing curve, which is calculated using a theoretical forward model. SP-IRIS 

utilizes custom software to identify particle-associated intensity peaks in the image (above 

the noise) and applies a Gaussian filter to remove non-diffraction limited objects in the 

image.50

Microarray sensor preparation

The SP-IRIS sensor substrates were purchased from Silicon Valley Microelectronics. They 

consist of a silicon substrate with 100 nm of a thermally grown silicon dioxide layer. The 

SP-IRIS sensors are functionalized with a copolymer with reactive NHS groups to bind 

antibody probes29. Antibody probes were arrayed on the sensor using a Scienion S3 

SciFlexArrayer. Arrayed sensors were left overnight for probe (antibody) immobilization 

then excess, unbound antibody was washed away with 1× PBST (0.1% Tween-20), rinsed 

with Nanopure filtered water and dried under nitrogen. Arrays were stored at 4° C and used 

within 1 week. Mouse monoclonal antibody against VSV glycoprotein was produced from 

hybridoma cells. Mouse monoclonal against Marburg virus glycoprotein was provided to us 

from Dr. Takada at Hokkaido University. Mouse monoclonal against Ebola-Zaire was 

provided to us from the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious 

Diseases.

Virus incubation in serum and whole blood

Virus was serially diluted from stock solutions in cell media for limit-of-detection 

experiments. For serum experiments, virus titers were confirmed for all dilutions using 

plaque assays. Fetal bovine serum was purchased from ATCC (#30-2020). Human whole 
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blood was purchased from Innovative Research, Inc. Blood was collected using 10 mL K3 

EDTA glass vacutainers and was used within 1 week of draw. For whole blood testing, virus 

was directly spiked into blood samples without any processing. Virus capture experiments 

were performed in 24 well cell culture plates. The SP-IRIS sensor was placed directly in a 

well with 1mL of virus solution. The virus solution was incubated with the SP-IRIS sensor 

for 2 hours on an orbital shaker. After incubation, each sensor substrate was washed 3 times 

in 1× PBS for 3 minutes, 1 time in 0.1× PBS for 1 minute then rinsed in Nanopure water and 

dried under nitrogen. Following the wash step, each substrate was imaged on SP-IRIS. We 

have read sensors up to 1 year after experiment without deterioration in the signal.

Virus creation, preparation, and use

VSV-based viruses expressing Ebola or Marburg glycoproteins were created by inserting the 

relevant glycoprotein cDNA into an independent transcription start/stop sequence placed in 

between the M and L genes in a VSV genome where the VSV glycoprotein sequence had 

been removed. A detailed description of this construction will be provided elsewhere (C. 

Mire, J. Connor, and T. Geisbert, manuscript in preparation). Briefly, for dual-glycoprotein 

expressing viruses, each glycoprotein was inserted into a separate viral transcription start/

stop sequence in the pAK VSV vector, a kind gift of Andrea Marzi at Rocky Mountain 

National Labs. The pAK vector contains two open reading frames between the M and L 

genes of a VSV-based vector.40 For three glycoprotein-expressing vectors, the pAK vector 

was modified to contain an additional transcription start/stop site between the N and P 

proteins. One glycoprotein was inserted into each transcription start/stop site.

Monovalent, divalent, and trivalent viruses were recovered using standard virus recovery 

procedures51. Recovered viruses were plaque purified and the expression of Ebola and 

Marburg virus glycoprotein was confirmed by western blotting using glycoprotein-specific 

proteins. Virus stocks were prepared using Vero cells cultured in DMEM supplemented with 

10% FBS, as described previously.52 Virus titers were determined by standard plaque assay 

methods.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Depiction of the microarray configuration and data acquisition and analysis processes for 

virus identification using SP-IRIS. (a) Representative microarray of immobilized antibody 

spots prior to incubation. Green, red, and blue spots represent anti-VSV, anti-EBOV, and 

anti-MARV probes, respectively. (b) Post-incubation images for anti-VSV spots show 

increased particle counts (right) as compared to pre-incubation images (left). (c) A 

previously validated sizing model (left) is used to determine the size of each particle within 

the spot. A distribution of sizes (right) can then be produced from particles identified in each 

image. The region within the dashed rectangle represents the expected size window of VSV 

and the filter chosen to remove background particles. By comparing particles found within 

the expected virus size range for pre- and post-incubation images, individual virions can be 

identified and counted.
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Figure 2. 
Virus characterization based on genome length and glycoprotein expression. (a) SP-IRIS 

calculated response curve for a cylindrical particle with a fixed width of 75 nm and varying 

length. The sizing curve is used to calculate the dimension of VSV-based virus particles 

bound to the sensor surface. (b) SP-IRIS measured virus length for DIP, VSV, MARV, 

EBOV-Zaire (Z), and EBOV-Zaire/Sudan (ZS) variants.
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Figure 3. 
Differentiation of VSV and DIP through particle size analysis. The size difference between 

VSV and DIP is caused by shortening of the genome. As shown in the figure, the DIP 

genome only codes for the L protein and is reduced by approximately 5 kb as compared to 

the wild type virus. (a) Sizing of wild type VSV bound to the SP-IRIS sensor. (b) Sizing of 

DIP bound to the SP-IRIS sensor. (c) Sizing of a mixture of wild type VSV and DIP 

captured on the sensor surface. Dashed lines represent a fitted Gaussian distribution to help 

guide the reader.
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Figure 4. 
Sensitivity analysis for wild type VSV diluted in 100% FBS. (a) The average virus counts 

(for n=6 replicate spots) were plotted against the plaque assay measured virus concentration 

for each condition. The inset shows a logarithmic plot for counts determined on anti-VSV 

and anti-MARV (control) spots for the same data. A limit-of-detection threshold (dashed 

line) was set based on the mean plus three standard deviations for the anti-VSV spots for the 

blank sample. (b) Nearly identical responses are observed for FBS samples that were 

deliberately contaminated with E. coli at high concentrations. (c) The response for VSV is 

unaffected for detection in whole blood-diluted samples. Similar virus counts were detected 

for the anti-VSV and control spots in blood as observed for serum dilutions. For (a) and (c), 

the lines connecting the data points are present only to guide the reader’s eye, however in 

(b), the line represents a regression fit to the data.
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Figure 5. 
Duplexed detection of Ebola and Marburg-pseudotyped viruses in regular serum and 

bacteria-laden samples. a) Schematic of sample preparation and contents. Both single and 

dual virus samples were made in serum containing 106 cfu/mL E. coli K12. b) In normal 

serum samples the exponential response observed for anti-Ebola spots was similar to 

detection for VSV. Sensor substrates that were incubated in the bacteria-laden samples 

showed nearly identical responses for the titrated Ebola pseudotype concentration, however 

the presence of the Marburg pseudotype at constant concentration produced an additional 

signal for the anti-Marburg spots for all samples. The inset shows an expanded view of 

concentrations around 103 pfu/mL; the dashed line represents the detection threshold 

estimated from the mean plus three standard deviations for the ant-Ebola spots incubated in 

the FBS blank sample. Again, for b) the lines connecting the data points are present only to 

guide the reader’s eye between single and dual virus sample responses. c) The response 

observed between the anti-Ebola spots in normal FBS and bacteria-containing samples was 

similar as shown by the linear regression fit to a scatter plot of one sample type against the 

other.
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